Practice Education of Environmental Engineering Based on Occupational Skill Improvement
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Abstract—A practice teaching mode of environmental engineering was developed to improve the occupational skills of undergraduates. The guiding ideology to implement the mode was the collaborative development of discipline construction and specialty construction. Practice teaching mode comprised basic practice, comprehensive practice, engineering practice and innovation practice. Students were led to strengthen the theoretical knowledge system, to implement the technical method, and to fully exercise the practice skills in the graduation design process. Exploration and practice lasting several years revealed some satisfactory achievements. The graduates' occupational skills have been greatly improved; the employment competitiveness was stronger than others outside the team. In addition, the teachers' educational ability has been improved gradually. The results may be useful for the talents cultivation in the university oriented skilled personnel.
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I. INTRODUCTION

To construct the occupational education system and cultivate professional talents is one of targets of the education reformation in China. In recent years, the supply of professional talents is not adequate to the demand in employment market. Occupational skills can be defined as the ability to accomplish a certain job in a specific professional or situational context in which the knowledge, skills and attitudes of the individual will be formed [1]. Higher education is not equal to the senior talent has become a consensus, compared to the education background, sometimes professional skills is more important and more realistic for the enterprises. Whether students have good vocational skill is a prerequisite for the favorable employment. It is significant for those colleges oriented application talents training to improve the quality of occupational graduates, and hence the long-term contribution is reflected in promoting the transformation of economic growth mode and the social harmony and stability [2].

Shanghai Second Polytechnic University regards the higher education oriented career business as the way of running schools, and has established the talents training objectives of "occupational skills + professional ethics + career characteristics". In recent years, according to the innovation and practice of environmental engineering technology, the research team developed the environmental engineering practice teaching system oriented the occupational skill improvement, and on this basis, the environmental engineering practice teaching mode has been proposed and implemented depending on the discipline and professional development each other, and satisfactory results has been achieved.

II. CONSTRUCTION OF THE PRACTICE TEACHING MODE ORIENTED THE OCCUPATIONAL SKILLS IMPROVEMENT

A. Position of Environmental Engineering Occupational Skills

In brief, the occupational skills of the students majored in environmental engineering is to utilize the environmental engineering theory knowledge to solve the practical problems in environmental engineering field [3]. It is not enough for those environmental engineering graduates only to master the theoretical knowledge in book; moreover they need to apply the theoretical knowledge to solve practical problems. There are three basic requirements of vocational skills, namely theoretical knowledge reserves, technical methods and engineering practice.

B. Guiding Ideology of Practice Teaching Mode

The level of discipline construction reflects the function of scientific research, the ability and the level of running a university, and the level of professional construction reflects the function, quality and effect of the training of talents in colleges and universities [4]. For the development of local university oriented career talents, professional construction and discipline construction is bound to rely on each other to develop collaboratively in order to make the school to maintain good competitiveness and considerable development potential. Therefore, the design and implementation of environmental engineering practice teaching mode has always been guided by the collaborative development of discipline construction and specialty construction [5].

C. Frame System of Practice Teaching Mode

Practice teaching mode which is shown in Fig.1 has been developed from basic practice, comprehensive practice, engineering practice and innovation practice.
The Practice Teaching Mode

A. Strengthening the Prolongation of Theoretical Knowledge System

Well-knit and entire theoretical knowledge system is the basis for professional skills. It is one of the most direct and effective ways to develop practical skills for students to study with practical problems. Students become one of scientific research teams when they are enrolled in university according to their interests, they participate in the teachers' scientific research activities and engineering practice to understand the professional field, through analyzing the practical problems and finding out the answer, they accept the classroom theoretical knowledge. The abilities to find, think, analyze and solve practical problems are cultivated as a result. The training in scientific research activities is required with the solid theoretical foundation, as well as the skilled experimental operation, scientific thinking habit, and the study consciousness from practice.

B. Actualizing the Professional Methods and Technologies

Students are encouraged to apply for innovative projects, through the project's design and implementation students can experience the complete process including the choice of technical methods, the creation of experimental conditions, the utilize of instruments and equipments, and writing research reports and so on. The engineering practice ability can be enhanced in actualizing the professional methods and technologies. Many years of teaching practice shows that the students are very interested in various levels of innovation projects because of the experience of the project, independent finance of the special funds, and the achievability to independently solve professional practical problems and so on. Such enthusiasm of study is very helpful for the professional skills improvement.

C. Deduction of Engineering Practical Ability

The key segment of the practice teaching mode is the graduation design (thesis) which reflects the knowledge reserves, innovation ability and practical skill. In order to...
improve the quality of graduation design (thesis) and the students’ occupational skills, the topics design and time arrangement have been treated specially. Firstly the topics of thesis were designed focusing on the teacher's scientific research to make sure of the logistic evolvement; each student’s research direction was combined with his usual scientific research activities. Because students had the corresponding research accumulation, every student could quickly make headway in graduation design (thesis). Secondly in time arrangement, the exploration of graduation design direction has been carried out in junior period. Field investigation and laboratory tests had been done during the latter half of junior and first half of senior period. After the investigation and laboratory tests had been done during the junior period. Field investigation and laboratory tests had been done during the latter half of junior and first half of senior period. After the opening ceremony of graduation design, students began to sum up the results or to complete tests replenishment, and then began to write the thesis. With the abundant accumulation and enough time, students have the conditions to write a higher quality of graduation thesis. The topic of the graduation design are closely linked to the development of the discipline of demand as well as the engineering practice, meanwhile the study of graduation design is the continuation of pre-research projects. It benefits students in the aspects to master the basic knowledge and to exercise the professional practical ability. Students also agree with this systematic, successive research.

IV. PRACTICAL TEACHING ACHIEVEMENTS BASED ON THE PROMOTION OF OCCUPATIONAL SKILLS

After more than 7 years of exploration, the practice teaching mode of occupational skills upgrading has gradually matured and revealed a good development prospects, and some satisfactory results have been achieved in the personnel training, discipline construction and professional construction which is listed in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Contents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>discipline construction</td>
<td>3 scientific research achievements at the municipal level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>more than 10 of high level academic papers published</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7 patents during application or authorization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>more than one million of annual research funding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>the results of research project are confirmed to be international initiative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>specialty construction</td>
<td>2 key courses in university &amp; 1 key municipal course</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8 educational papers published</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5 awarded students’ scientific and technological innovation projects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 or more outstanding graduation design each year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 awarded outstanding teaching by teams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>teachers team</td>
<td>1 introduction of young teachers in team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>construction</td>
<td>1 associate professor of promotion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 teachers abroad practice training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I. ACHIEVEMENTS IN THE PRACTICE BASED ON OCCUPATIONAL SKILL IMPROVEMENT

A. Fruits in Talents Cultivation

From the recent 4 years of teaching practice, the teaching and research team of 5 teachers, around the discipline construction demands have guided students to undertake total 15 scientific and technological innovation projects at all levels, 7 of which won in the reward, the financial funds increased year by year. Among the 41 graduates, 12 people have been awarded as the outstanding graduate or excellent graduation design (thesis); the 29% excellent rate is much higher than the average level of 10% of all graduates in the university.

B. Promotion in Employment Competitiveness of Graduates

Through the implementation of the practice teaching mode, the graduates in the employment performance showed a strong competitiveness, each graduate in the team got a satisfactory job, the employment units such as large state-owned company, commercial bank and environmental protection technology companies and the average salary are also satisfactory.

C. Improvement in Teachers' Educational Ability

In the implementation of the practice teaching, the teachers also do front-line business in enterprises to know well engineering practice knowledge and to understand the actual production needs; teachers also cooperate with enterprises to carry out scientific research to solve the problems in enterprise production. Such work not only can provide the students with the latest and most practical teaching material, but also exercise teachers' ability to work. Teachers and students finished together the research project “Thermal compression drying technology and application for solid-liquid separation of ultra-fine particle suspensions”, the scientific results are identified as an international initiative, and the project level belongs to the international advanced. The team has been charged with 5 scientific research projects at all levels and 4 enterprise cooperation projects in recent 4 years. More than 20 academic articles has been published, 3 courses has been funded as the key courses in municipal and school construction. There were 1 teaching achievement award and 1 outstanding teaching award; more than that, professional ranks and title of the teachers also have been upgraded.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The occupational skills of the undergraduate graduates play an important role in the employment. High skilled personnel training is one of the important tasks of undergraduate education, there are a lot of training modes. A practice teaching mode of environmental engineering was developed by the team taking account of the collaborative development of discipline construction and specialty construction. The practice teaching mode emphasized the promotion of the competitiveness of graduates' employment, the team has explored and practiced for several years. The results show that the practice teaching mode is effective in upgrading the occupational skills of graduates. It is testified that the teaching mode can promote the collaborative development of discipline construction and specialty construction. The results may be helpful for the talents training in others environmental engineering specialty.
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